Subject line: Save the date EYBA Summer Conference Amsterdam 2018
This summer from Thursday, 28 June until Sunday, 1 July 2018 the annual European Young
Bar Association (EYBA) Summer Conference comes to Amsterdam, the Netherlands. The
theme of this year’s edition will be “Dutch Masters”.
Do not miss this excellent opportunity to meet foreign colleagues in an informal and relaxed
setting, to exchange experiences and to expand your international network.
Programme
The Summer Conference will kick off with drinks during the first social get-together on
Thursday night in the very heart of the city.
Friday is going to be filled with thought-provoking lectures on a variety of current legal
topics. The most renowned legal scholars and the most talented lawyers will share their
knowledge at an exceptional location in Amsterdam. After the day filled with heated
debates, difficult questions and inspiring views, the conference participants will be given the
opportunity to further discuss the seminars over an exquisite dinner.
The EYBA Annual General Meeting will be held on Saturday, followed by an afternoon packed
with cultural activities at the most picture-perfect locations of the city. The day will end with
a formal dinner and a ball at one of Amsterdam’s most elegant venues.
Before boarding their plane back home, the participants will look back at an exciting
conference weekend during the final brunch on Sunday morning.
Save the date: 28 June – 1 July 2018
Do not miss out on this unique event in the beautiful capital of the Netherlands and save the
date!
Watch out for the complete programme, which will be announced when the registration for
the EYBA Summer Conference Amsterdam 2018 will be opened. More information will be
shared on Facebook.
European Young Bar Association
The EYBA (http://www.eyba.org/) is a European non-profit association of young lawyers.
Founded over 20 years ago in Prague, it brings together young bar associations from across
Europe in one representative organisation, providing a unified voice for young lawyers on the
continent-level.
The EYBA currently represents more than 200,000 young lawyers, who reflect the diversity of
modern European legal practice. The organisation protects their interests and organises
courses, congresses, events, meetings and networking sessions with the aim to keep the
knowhow of its members up to date and increase their contacts with colleagues from around
Europe.
This year, the Amsterdam Young Bar Association is honoured to organise the EYBA Summer
Conference in Amsterdam.
Amsterdam

The biggest city of the Netherlands is well-known for its tilted houses, magnificent canals and
many bikes. The city center is listed as UNESCO world heritage and Amsterdam ranks as
number one city with most touristic attractions per capita, including its’ world-renowned
museums. Located right in the very heart of Europe, it can be easily reached from most
European cities. Due to its size, it is perfect for a weekend city trip.

